
There is no record as yet
discovered of the cost, but in
January 1783 Hurd wrote to the
new Bishop of Gloucester: ‘You
will be glad to hear that my
library is finished and what is
almost incredible, paid for. But you
will judge how poor it has made
me; so that I have nothing now to
do but to hide my head in
London.’  Two months later it
nearly went horribly wrong, for
the Archbishop of Canterbury
died and the King offered the
primacy to Hurd. With well-
concealed horror and his usual
impeccable courtesy he declined.
The King, who had begun giving
him books months before the
library was completed, did not
hold it against him and visited
him in 1788, taking breakfast in
the library with Queen Charlotte.

A Treasure-house of
Books
To paraphrase Henry James’s
comment on Middlemarch: the
library is a treasure-house of
details and a far from indifferent
whole. Setting and content are in
perfect harmony and its amazingly
varied stock (reflecting the differing tastes of its four creators: Pope,
Allen, Warburton and Hurd himself) provides an unsurpassed
insight into the eighteenth-century mind.  

The books from Pope’s library are full of annotations in his
hand. His copy of the 1611 Spenser belonged formerly to John
Dryden and a 1543 Greek and Latin New Testament was given to
him in 1714 by Jonathan Swift.  There are examples of printing
from the presses of Aldus, Froben, Stephanus, Foulis, John
Baskerville and Shakespeare’s fellow Stratfordian, Richard Field,
together with items printed locally in Dudley, Kidderminster and
Worcester.  Classics, theology and philosophy are well represented,
as one would expect in the library of a clergyman, but they sit
alongside works on medicine, travel, gardening, linguistics, drama,
poetry, history, law, local studies, zoology, science, mathematics –
there is something for everyone. A recently compiled subject index
has turned up books on insects, flagellation, suicide, happiness,
laughter, marriage and Tibet.

Over a hundred books were given by George III, including
many on foreign travel. Gifts from Hurd’s neighbours show that
book-collecting was flourishing in Worcestershire. Donors include
Lord Sandys of Ombersley Court, Henry Cecil of Hanbury Hall,
the local historian Treadway Nash, the Rector of Grimley, the
Dean of Worcester and Hurd’s own chaplain, Richard Kilvert 
(his father’s cousin and great-uncle of the diarist).

Of particular interest are the
notes Hurd made, both in his
books and his three commonplace
books, begun in 1744, all of which
are now subjects of study in their
own right. Letter books hold
letters to Hurd (including a poem
in the handwriting of Thomas
Gray) and copies of many he
wrote himself.

Preserving the Library
Hurd left the use of all his books
to his successor and all subsequent
bishops of Worcester for ever. 
The library has remained in its
original room and on its original
shelves ever since his death in
1808, the only example of an
Anglican Bishop’s library to do so,
cherished by every succeeding
Bishop and a succession of
honorary Hurd Librarians.  

The Bishop now lives in
Worcester and the castle (though
not the library) is for sale. Since
2007 the library has had the great
advantage of an active body of
Friends, who, in 2009, founded the
Hartlebury Castle Preservation
Trust. This has recently been
successful in a Stage 1 application

to the Heritage Lottery Fund. Work is now under way on Stage 2.
If this succeeds, the Trust will be able to purchase the castle and
keep the library in situ. 

Already, thanks to the Friends and the Trust and the support of
the present Bishop, the Right Reverend John Inge, the library is 
becoming more widely known and used than Hurd could ever
have imagined.  l

Chris Penney is the current Hurd Librarian.

Further Reading
Graham C. Cartwright, A Catalogue of the Hurd Library, Hartlebury Castle:

with an introductory essay (unpublished M.Litt. thesis, University of

Birmingham, 1980).

Richard Hurd, The Early Letters of Bishop Richard Hurd,1739-1762, Sarah

Brewer, ed. (Church of England Record Society, 1995).

Francis Kilvert, Memoirs of the Life and Writings of the Right Rev. Richard

Hurd (Richard Bentley, 1860).

Nicholas A.D. Molyneaux, ‘Hartlebury Castle, Worcestershire: an

architectural history of a bishop’s residence’, Transactions of the

Worcestershire Archaeological Society, Third series, vol. 22, 2010.

Christine Penney, ‘A bishop and his books’, The Book Collector, vol. 60, no.

3, autumn 2011.

William Warburton, Letters from a Late Eminent Prelate to One of his

Friends (T. Cadell and W. Davies, 1809).

thehurdlibrary.tumblr.com

www.hartleburycastletrust.org

Alexander Pope’s copy of Edmund Spenser’s Works, 1611.
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VIVID
IMPRESSIONS

Peter Jones

VISITORS AND THE IMPACT OF INDUSTRY

Most travellers carry with them a mental frame of reference designed to integrate new
experiences within comfortable systems of belief. But there was nothing comfortable about the

West Midlands as it stood on the cusp of the Industrial Revolution. The notion of the
‘picturesque’ provided no explanation of the awesome power of the steam engine or of labour

division in the workplace.  A visit to Birmingham and the Black Country came as a shock to
domestic and foreign travellers alike. 

The industrial landscape of the Black Country. Dudley by JMW Turner, c. 1832.
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Dr Peter Jones is Professor of History at the University of Birmingham.

Further Reading
R. R. Angerstein, Illustrated Travel Diary, 1753-1755: Industry in England

and Wales from a Swedish Perspective. Translated by Torsten and Peter

Borg (Science Museum, 2001).

Peter M. Jones, Industrial Enlightenment: Science, Technology and

Culture in Birmingham and the West Midlands, 1760-1820  (Manchester

University Press, 2009, 2013).

M. Letts, As the Foreigner Saw Us (Methuen, 1935).

Lichtenberg’s Visits to England as Described in his Letters and Diaries.

Translated by M. L. Mare and W. H. Quarrell (Clarendon Press, 1938).

P. E. Matheson, German Visitors to England, 1770-1795  (Clarendon 

Press, 1930).

VIVID IMPRESSIONS

As visitors repeatedly observed, it
was not a ‘polite’ town. There
were no nice buildings and few,
if any, places where the well-to-
do as opposed to the working
population could disport themselves.
Birmingham, like its fast-growing
Staffordshire cousins, was a busy
town not a leisured town. 

Birmingham and its district
was not a place where the
printed word circulated very
much either in the early decades
of the eighteenth century. There
were no established printers or
stationers – a fact which
encouraged the bookseller
Michael Johnson (1657–1731),
father of Samuel, to come over
once a week from Lichfield and
set up a market stall to sell
pamphlets and works of literature.

Booksellers and Printers

T
homas Warren who was
probably the town’s first
native bookseller started to publish a
news sheet in the 1730s from premises above the
Swan Tavern on High Street. It was shortlived,

however, and not until 1741 did
brummies have access to a locally-
produced newspaper published at
regular intervals. This was Thomas
Aris’s Birmingham Gazette and
General Correspondent. Aris had
relocated from London the year
before in order to launch a
bookselling and printing business.  

We can take his move as
evidence of the commercial
opportunities that now
beckoned in England’s
expanding provincial towns. In the same year James Jopson started
up an advertising journal called the Coventry Mercury. Others
followed suit, notably William Hutton (see Susan Whyman’s 
article on page 8). 

In the meantime John Baskerville (1705/6–1775), another
migrant to the town, was beginning a career as a printer and letter
cutter. In the 1750s and 1760s he became quite well known for
elegant editions of Milton, Virgil and the Holy Bible printed on
smooth wove paper in a typeface of his own devising. The
following decade his reputation among connoisseurs of typography
spread to the Continent. That decade also witnessed the
appearance of the first serious competitor to Aris’s Gazette when
Myles Swinney who had trained in Baskerville’s workshops
launched the Birmingham and Stafford Chronicle in 1773.

James Watt (1736–1819), the
steam pioneer and migrant to the
West Midlands, never had any
illusions about his adopted home. In
1783 he informed a Swiss
acquaintance who was hoping to
board his daughter with a local
family that ‘common English civility’
could certainly be acquired in
Birmingham; however, ‘politeness
must be learned in better company
than this town affords’; in other
words, somewhere like Lichfield. 

A New Industrial
Civilisation
Most of the industrial tourists of the
1780s came purely to see the
button, buckle and pin
manufactories, the japanning works,
the mines, forge hammers and rolling
mills of the Black Country. Some
were little more than day tourists

wanting to gawp at the mechanical
gyrations of Watt’s improved steam

engine, but others were perspicacious
seekers after knowledge.  They ruminated on

what they saw and drew conclusions.  They even made sketches
to take home with them and show to government ministers.

The other great ‘secret’ of the industrial West Midlands lay in
the rolling, slitting and polishing of metals employing
sophisticated machine technology. A Swedish traveller, 
Reinhold Angerstein (1718-1760) has left an unforgettable
account of how this prowess was demonstrated to him on
visiting a mill just outside Birmingham in 1754: ‘one of the
workers’, he noted in his journal, ‘asked me for a halfpenny
which he rolled out to a length of 30 inches’ – in other words, 
a wafer-thin copper strip. 

Today, we read these visitor accounts for the factual
information they contain about the history of the West
Midlands in the eighteenth and early ninteenth centuries. It is
all too easy to overlook the psychological impact that rapid
urbanisation and industrialisation must have made on a
generation largely unfamiliar with either of these phenomena. l

VIVID IMPRESSIONS

Birmingham: a New Type of Town

T
o the traveller of the 1770s and 1780s
Birmingham represented  a new type
of town. Its novelty and power of
attraction lay chiefly in its workshops
where metallic consumer goods

known as ‘toys’ (buttons, buckles, watch chains, snuff
boxes, etc) were manufactured en masse for
distribution to retail merchants throughout Europe.  

In coming to Birmingham the visitor was
promised a glimpse of the future: of a world
transformed by labour-saving mechanised industry.
A detour into Birmingham’s westerly hinterland
(the rapidly urbanising Black Country) with its
mines and foundries and groaning steam engines
merely heightened the impact of the vision. In this
‘land of the vulcans’ connected to Birmingham by
canals, turnpikes and a near-continuous ribbon of
industrial cottages, it was plain that the Industrial
Revolution had arrived.

What did visitors to the West Midlands, whether
male or female, native or foreign, comment on?
Almost all of them would recall the assault on their
senses once the carriage doors were flung open
onto Birmingham’s teeming High Street: crowds of
men, women and children pushing laden handcarts
in all directions, smoke-begrimed window panes,
the acrid odours of filed metal, a cacophony of
anvils and drop stamps. 

A ‘Noisy Unharmonious, Smoaky Town’
Georg Christoph Lichtenberg (1742 – 1799),
Professor of Physics at Göttingen University and an
admirer of local printer John Baskerville’s handsome
editions of Milton’s Paradise Lost and Paradise
Regained, travelled to the West Midlands in 1775 
by way of Oxford and Stratford-upon-Avon.
Unfortunately he arrived just a few months after
Baskerville’s death. However, he was well received
by the printer’s widow and shown round the type
foundry.  The two most vivid memories of his tour
were the visit to Stratford, where he purchased a
splinter of Shakespeare's chair for a shilling, and the
encounter with the comely Mrs Baskerville in a
black silk gown. Birmingham, he said, ‘is a 
very large and thickly populated town, where
almost everyone is busy hammering, pounding,
rubbing and chiselling’.  

John Bicknell, a contemporary author and
publicist, agreed, describing Birmingham on a
tourist stopover in 1775 as ‘a most noisy,
unharmonious, smoaky town where the harsh
sound of the hammer and anvil, together with the
incessant clashing of pots, frying pans and coppers
…was the only music I heard at my arrival’. 

The teenage sons of the Duc de la Rochefoucauld-Liancourt, whose tutor
brought them to the West Midlands a decade or so later, likewise recorded mean
houses with sooty windows wreathed in clouds of pollution – the smoke
belching, as one German visitor put it, from a hundred and more chimneys
standing tall like so many ‘obelisks’. These were not necessarily intended as
unkind or critical remarks. Most commentators acknowledged the extraordinary
vitality on display in the mushrooming industrial towns of the West Midlands.
The La Rochefoucauld boys claimed that Birmingham in the 1780s had as
much life as London or Paris.

James Bisset (1762–1832), a migrant from Lowland Scotland, loved the town
for its raw cheerfulness and intense devotion to recreational activity – even on
the Sabbath. With his Presbyterian upbringing, Sunday church services were
quite literally music to his ears. Only later, in the 1820s and 1830s, does
admiration for man’s ability to command nature with machines, albeit at the
price of urban squalor, child labour and industrial pollution, turn to doubt and
pessimism. 

Whilst acknowledging the incessant, restless movements of a work force
motivated by ‘the fear of wasting time’, as another visitor put it, Astolphe de
Custine (1790–1857) insisted that everything about the district was ‘sad’: the sky,
the air, the ruddy colour of the brick-built houses. If Birmingham’s inhabitants
should happen to visit hell, ‘they would have nothing to learn there’. 

Alexis de Tocqueville (1805–1859), whose verdict was delivered in more
measured terms, reported in 1835: ‘the town itself has no analogy with other
English provincial towns. It is an immense workshop, a huge forge, a vast shop.’

Cultural Limitations
Towns that grow fast do not have time to build up much cultural capital and the
West Midlands was seriously deficient in this regard. Even ancient municipalities
such as Wolverhampton were overtaken by the all-enveloping effects of  rapid
industrialisation. In the second half of the eighteenth century that Black Country
town's active and enlightened professional elite found itself being swamped by
self-made men thrown up by the booming mining and metal-working economy.   
Birmingham on the other hand had never had much of an elite to look up to.
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Birmingham, a new type of town. View of Birmingham from Bradford Street, 1816. 
Attributed to Sir William Dugdale.

Blue Plaque on Waterstones to
William Hutton who opened a

bookshop in Birmingham.
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Birmingham ‘toys’. Pearl and metal buttons
made in Birmingham.
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Birmingham, a new type of town. View of Birmingham from Bradford Street, 1816. 
Attributed to Sir William Dugdale.
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Birmingham ‘toys’. Pearl and metal buttons
made in Birmingham.
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